Theme

Pope Francis encourages us to “Go forth! Proclaim! The joy of the Gospel is something to be experienced, something to be known and lived only through giving it away, through giving ourselves away. In the ministry of Catholic Scouting, we give ourselves away by practicing the rituals of our faith and sharing with the young men and women in our charge stories of our faith.
The National Catholic Committee on Scouting corporate oval trademark should be used to establish the organization’s identity in product use or in any point of distribution. The ® registration mark should appear in the upper right hand corner of the logo. Use the oval logo where the logo is very small on the website, patches, and clothing.

**4 Color (CMYK)**
For full color usage

**1 Color**
For one color usage
Black or any Dark Color can be Used on a light colored background

**Reversed**
Do not reproduce in all red or colors such as pastels or neons.

**Do not reproduce in tint or screen.**

**Do not reproduce in color on a dark background.**

**Do not truncate.**
Corporate Trademark

The words National Catholic Committee on Scouting are also trademarked and should be used to establish the organization’s identity in product use or in any point of distribution. The ® registration mark should appear in the upper right hand corner of the logo. When used with the corporate oval both need the registration mark. Do not reproduce in tint or screen. Do not reproduce in all red or colors such as pastels or neon. Do not reproduce on a dark background. Use this logo for a title page only.

4 Color (CMYK)

1 Color
For one color usage
Black or any Dark Color can be used on a light colored background

Reversed
Theme Components

The **YOUTH MINISTRY** tagline is to be used in conjunction with the corporate trademark, **but does not replace the corporate trademark.** The words **YOUTH MINISTRY** are to be stacked under the corporate logo in Times New Roman font. Do not reproduce in tint or screen. Do not reproduce in all red or colors such as pastels or neon. Do not reproduce on a dark background. Use on all print applications (ie. certificates, catalogs, Power Point presentations, brochures, and stationary).

![YOUTH MINISTRY Logo](image1)

**YOUTH MINISTRY**
4 Color (CMYK)
For full color usage

![YOUTH MINISTRY Logo](image2)

**YOUTH MINISTRY**
1 Color
For one color usage
Black or any Dark Color can be Used on a light colored background

![Reversed Logo](image3)

Reversed
Stationary

All print is to be done in Times New Roman font in full color.

National Catholic Committee on Scouting®
P.O. Box 152079
Irving, TX 75015-2079

ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

Return Address on Envelopes and Bridge
12 point bold
ADDRESS…. 14 point bold

Business Cards

George Sparks
National Chair 2016-2019

100 Main Street
Anytown, SC 11111

Phone: (888) 555-1212
George@email.com

Name: 14 point bold
All other text: 11 point
Power Point Presentations
To maintain consistency across all presentations, use the NCCS PowerPoint template.

Brochures, Trifolds and Booklets
The first use of the words “National Catholic Committee on Scouting” in a document, the ® registration mark should appear in the upper right hand corner after the word Scouting.

On the last page lower right hand corner, put a date code with month/year so that we can quickly identify the last time it was updated.